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 In its journey to become a world successful waterfront development, a lot of cultural 
heritage waterfronts have been done lay open to continuous redevelopment. Derelict 
cultural heritage waterfront and elderly neighborhoods have been set a new life, 
relishing their rebirth functions as landscapes of economy and relaxation. Adopting a 
case study of Melaka cultural and heritage waterfront, this paper ascertains the effects 
of landscape elements for a successful waterfront development of the cultural and 
heritage waterfront. They contain functionality, marked at pervading   the waterfront 
with new landscape elements as an approach to preserve the local cultures and histories. 
The results indicated that the effects of landscape elements will generate the identity of 
the cultural and heritage townscapes. The use of visual and conceptual method can be 
useful for the developer, policy makers and master planners to facilitate in documenting 
the starring role of landscape element for a successful cultural and heritage waterfront 
development. 

 
INTRODUCTION 

 
Virtually, culture is necessity of people’s life which is constantly practiced by community since past, at 

present and towards future (Mohd-Amirul, H., 2015). Then, a landscape element is described as a group of 
component engages to the way of inclusion and human’s behavior. Explanations of landscape elements always 
include a part of terrestrial, covering a variety of blotches or landscape features. (Hinrt, et al., 2011) was 
mention in their book, the landscape element uses complementary streetscape design features to provide an 
attractive and inviting route for a variety of users (Ismail, A., et al., 2015). In its quest to be a world successful 
waterfront development many of cultural heritage waterfront have been done lay open to continuous 
redevelopment (Ismail, S., et al., 2215). Dilapidated cultural heritage waterfront and elderly neighborhoods has 
been set a new life, relishing their rebirth as landscapes of economy and relaxation. Adopting a case study of 
Melaka cultural and heritage waterfront, this paper ascertain the effects of landscape elements for a successful 
waterfront development at cultural and heritage waterfront. They contain functionality, marked at pervading   
the waterfront with new landscape element as an approach to memorialize local cultural and histories. Result 
indicated that the effects of landscape elements will generate the identity of the cultural and heritage 
townscapes. The use of visual and conceptual can be useful for the developer, policy makers and master planner 
to facilitate in documenting the starring role of landscape element for a successful cultural and heritage 
waterfront development. 
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Literature Review: 
Characteristic of landscape element: 

Landscape architect is not about planting the plant and manage the garden, it about how to harmonize the 
man-made structure between the natural environment (14/15). According to the book Pengenalan Asas Seni 
Bina Landskap written by Mohd Kher Hussein, (Mohd Kher Hussein, 2008) landscape architect it about how to 
manage the environment and how to solve the problem between human & nature. Hence, by putting some of 
landscape elements, how? it will solve the problem. According to the Mohd Kher Hussein, (Mohd Kher 
Hussein, 2008) he was express that, elements of landscape have its own role in way to solve the major problem 
in landscape development due to brighten the place, for the example the less communication between social 
community will be solve by creating the social park and garden around their communities, in the other hand by 
using planting as a landscape elements I will solve the environment pollution issue (Hussain, M.A., et al., 2015). 
Besides of that the role of landscape architect is in shaping the open space and abandon area into a public 
recreation area and gathering park for community. 

 
2.1.1 Vegetation: 

The function of vegetation in part of landscape elements is not also for greenery space and beautification 
but tree canopies in particular provide shade and cooling, while wind rows or hedgerows provide some measure 
of wind and dust protection (Tom Turner, 1996). Landscaping also can provide habitat for birds and other 
wildlife species .Vegetation are very important providers of shade ,particular in high  temperature(Malone, 1996 
.This has been an important reasons why vegetation have been an important thing in landscape elements for 
centuries been planted along the promenade ,esplanade and roadsides along the waterfront in sunny and tropical 
climate. An art of relationship between the buildings and their juxtaposition with the street is observed in 
historic townscapes where the tree and its canopies form often become important focal point that characterize 
the view one can enjoy in the cultural & historic waterfront townscapes. The sense of variety within uniformity 
is one of its strong features that make the cultural & heritage waterfront townscapes are difference than its 
counterpart and having a stronger sense of place.     

 
2.1.2 Water features: 

The significant design physiognomies of the water involve in its mobility, melody, and echo. It was debated 
that the water triggers enhances entirely senses and offers many prospects of regeneration such as bathing, 
fishing, paddling and etc. Besides, it has been empirically set up that people keep on in coastline area about 
hours daily to stimulate their sense by the movement of water (Gombrich, E.H., Spitals, Eleftheriadis, 2006). 
The water inspires the sanities (Gombrich, E.H., Spitals, Eleftheriadis, 2006). Furthermore, to support this 
inspiration, the landscape designer can interpose. The water movement and sound cause commemorative and 
expressive effects with its peaceful and subtle possessions (Gombrich, E.H., Spitals, Eleftheriadis, 2006). So 
that, the mobility of the water offerings a lively and delightful personality which might affect crashing melody 
or prevail the melody of town. The lotic water denotes shakiness or mobility contrary to the stability (Arnheim, 
Archer, B.H and J.E. Fletcher, 2003). 

 
2.1.3 Streetscapes: 

Classically minimal-scale of streetscape includes courtyards and pavements. Retentive partitions are often 
used to make a boundary between streetscape and ground landscaping features, or the other landscape features. 
According to urban planning perspective, streetscape has been including a very large feature, namely as paved 
roads and traffic circles or traffic islands. There are several types of streetscape element along the waterfront 
that support the waterfront to became an successful waterfront development namely as Pavements (Footway 
paving), Steps, Drainages channels & tactile surface, Road Marking Including Yellow ‘No waiting’ Signs, 
Lamp Columns, Traffic signals & Service boxes, Traffic Signs, Posts & Frames, Guard Rails and Bollards, 
Shelters, Benches, Parking Ticket Machines, Litter and Grit Bins, and Polices Boxes, Post Boxes and Telephone 
Kiosks. The sense of variety and uniqueness within uniformity is one of its strong features that make the cultural 
& historic waterfront townscapes are differences than its counterparts and having a stronger sense of place and 
sense of memory. 

 
2.1.4 Human activities setting: 

Activities need a physical setting to take a place and the choice of setting in which activities will take place 
depends on the physical environments to support such as activities. According to the Chapman (Chang, T., et 
al., 1996) behavior setting place that encourage a particular types of behavior due to their particular 
characteristics of convenience  or quality. In the other hand, he also noted that in involves the physical qualities 
of a place that could facilities certain behavioral response or activities to take place and attract other 
complementary activities to occur. According to the issues, the main factor that help to generate activities to 
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occur are location, convenience, security, enclosure, comfort, visibility, and image. However Shuhana 
Shamsuddin. (Shuhana, S., 2011) was emphasize about the quality of visual at townscapes development, the 
impact of activities to the townscapes is most significant through the activities settings due to the variety of 
visual qualities of the townscape and sensory experiences encountered. In fact of that, we was notice their have 
several characteristic types of activity setting that will emphasize the social phenomenon and sense of place 
namely as “padang”, Five foots walkways, streets, transportation hubs, markets, shopping malls, squares, open 
spaces and waterfront. This close relationship between physical settings that fulfill the needs for certain outdoor 
activities to take place is the key the ingredient to sustaining the sense of vitality for a place. . The historic 
centers tend to provide the unique setting for such activities to take place thought its mixture of used and 
architectural treatments such as the five foot walkways and etc. (Mohd-Amirul, H., 2015). 

 
2.1.5 Urban form: 

Historians have attempted to isolate and codify the variations in the pattern of the cities. However, their 
developments almost preclude such classification well known as adjectives like organic and inorganic, irregular 
and geometrical, magical, and mystical, formal and informal, medieval and classic, are often so obtuse and 
obscure rather than clarify the distinctions, or they describe a form without the substance. Two basic urban are 
discernible, the walled and open city. Within these basic forms a wide variety of patterns has been woven, each 
color and design shaped by the character of society at the time. Few cities in which great cultures thrived began 
with a plan. They develop by a process of accretion-the growth was irregular in form, sensitive to changes in the 
habits of people, and dynamic in character. As a conclusion, distinct pattern can be seen in the older town centre 
where the streets are irregular; it will create a mysterious effect in the townscapes 

 
Visual qualities:  

The visual aspect such as size, height, distance, orientation, Ching (1996) and Lynch (1960) the image of 
the city are the important aspect to be considered in this study as it influence the visibility and characteristic of 
image and identity of place. However Shuhanah (Orbasli, Aylin, 2000) was express landscape elements has in 
the past being used as a means of urban structuring where consideration of the landscape forms that  influences 
all developments. 

 According to that, the landscape elements components such as sensory survey, quality of views, kinesthetic 
experience, and  building features also important aspect to be considered in study that influence a successful 
waterfront development. More over to enhance the validity data process, the Six characteristic for successful 
heritage & cultural townscape development namely as physical, social, and perceptual, sense of place, memory, 
orientation, perceptual & cognition and identity & Imageability need to be emphasize as an important aspect to 
be considered in this research as it influence the efficacious of cultural & heritage waterfront development and 
how they influence the quality of townscape experiences. 

  
Methodology: 

According to the literature review, this section intends to ascertain the effects of landscape element at 
landmark of cultural and heritage waterfront that will enhance the image and visibility of places. 

The research will begin by outlining the successful Cultural & Heritage waterfront development at Melaka 
waterfront as a site location for detail ascertain and will do revision more detail on the five landscape elements 
characteristic that provided along the waterfront area namely as, the vegetation, urban form, streetscape, water 
features and human activities setting.  Base on the research question and an objective, qualitative methods fits 
into this study. However the exact types of qualitative method used will be discussed in the next stage. In this 
section, subject are going to be in analyzing, hence an observation method is appropriate choice to reach the 
objective. The data collection can come from many different sources: such as, observation, noted, user opinion, 
personal journal and news clips from many source namely internet, books and media social sources. This paper 
will ascertain the effects of landscape element for a successful cultural and heritage-waterfront development 
based on those five landscape elements that will brighten the image and visibility of places on the case study 
location. On the other hand, this paper objective is to examine, whether this five landscape elements are really 
helpful in role to enhance the identity and image of Cultural & Heritage-waterfront as successful waterfront 
development and what is the function of this five element for the environment and user, this research question 
will study in more detail in the next stage. 

 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
Table 1 summarized the effect of landscape elements at landmark of Melaka cultural and heritage 

waterfront that influences the image and visibility of places for a successful waterfront development 
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Table 1: The effect of landscape elements at landmark of Melaka cultural and heritage waterfront that influences the image and visibility of 
places for a successful waterfront development 

Physical component of landscape  
elements 

Characteristic for cultural & heritage landscape elements evaluation 
Aesthetic / function criteria  Cultural & heritage criteria 

Vegetation: 
•Trees 
•Shrubs 
•Creepers/climbers 
•Ground covers   

•Scale at maturity 
•Structure of crown 
•Density of foliage 
•Growth rate 
•Seasonal attributes 
•Relaxation to surrounding 
•Texture 
•Special properties   

•Symbolism of  
Places 
•Place memory 
•Identification & 
Imageability 
•Familiarity & 
                 Distinctiveness 

Water features:  
•Ancients time  
•Ancient roman fountain  
•Fountain of Islamic world 
•Renaissance & Baroque fountain 
•Medieval & drinking  fountain 
•Musical & splash fountain 
•Contemporary fountain 

•Movement effect  
•Sense of Genesis and dramatic   
•Ornamental value 
•Sense of memories  
•Kinaesthetic experiences  
•Relaxation to surrounding 
•Texture 
•Special properties   

•Symbolism of  
Places 
•Place memory 
•Identification & 
Imageability 
•Familiarity & 
Distinctiveness 
•Historical value 

Activities setting: 
•Open spaces 
•Five foot walkways 
•Street 
•Transportation hubs 
•Markets 
•Shopping mall 
•Squares 
•Park & pocket spaces 
•Waterfront 

•Sense of places 
•Sense of welcoming 
•Ornamental value 
•Sense of color 
•Building features 
•Sense of kinaesthetic experiences 
•Sensory experiences 
•Sense of memories 

•Symbolism of  
Places 
•Place memory 
•Identification & 
Imageability 
•Familiarity & 
                  Distinctiveness 

Streetscapes:  
•Pavement/footway paving 
•Step, drainages, tactile surface 
•Road marking  
•Lamp columns 
•Equipment box/ utilities box 
•Traffic signal 
•Shelter, benches, parking ticket machines, litter 
and grit bins 
•Street name sign, sign for pedestrians, flag 
poles, tree and benches 
•Polices boxes, post boxes and telephones 
kiosks 

•Direction  
•Texture 
•Special properties  
•Color 
•Utility 
•Design 
•Safety 

•Symbolism of  
Places 
•Place memory 
•Identification & 
Imageability 
•Familiarity & 
Distinctiveness 
•Historical value 

Form / pattern : 
Form  
•Shapes  
•Size 
•Color 
•Textures 
•Position 
•Orientation 
•Visual inertia 
Pattern  
•Primary /natural pattern 
•Secondary / human pattern 
•Tertiary / aesthetic pattern 
•Quaternary /archetypal pattern  
 

•Common visual strait: shape, color, 
material & texture 
•Relationship between the environment 
•Corresponding planar which parallel to 
each other 
•Interpenetrate each other 
•Image & place identity  
•Geography 

•Symbolism of  
Places 
•Place memory 
•Identification & 
Imageability 
•Familiarity & 
                   Distinctiveness 

 
Conclusion: 

The purpose of this content analysis was to investigate the importance perceived of the successful cultural 
& heritage waterfront at Melaka waterfront, according to the five landscape elements. Furthermore, this paper 
ascertains the effects; potential and functional of landscape elements that create the identity toward the case 
study.  

In fact, we noticed thus, five landscape elements are really helpful in protagonist to improve the identity 
and image of cultural and heritage of places to became a successful waterfront development specifically at 
landmark area. 

The sum of this section, we notice if we combine these five landscape elements in one waterfront 
development, researcher believe it will be a perfect development for the successful waterfront development does 
not matter it was cultural & heritage waterfront or else townscapes development. The researcher believe that, 
every development need to emphasize about the important factor of landscape elements due to develop the 
successful development whatever   for waterfront development or urban development. 
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Moreover, according to the literature review the cultural & heritage characteristics of the cultural & heritage 
waterfront spaces manifested by the unique of vegetation, water features, land form pattern, streetscape and 
place activities. The use of visual and conceptual can be helpful for the developer, policy makers and master 
planner to facilitate in documenting the starring role of landscape element for a successful cultural and heritage 
waterfront development. 
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